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OCT 3 1978

Docket No. 50-254
Docket No. 50-265

Cocznonwealth Edison Company
ATTN: Mr. Byron Lee, Jr.

Vice President
P.O. Box 767
Chicago, IL 60690

Centicoen:

This acknowledges your letter dated September 1, 1978, informing us
of the steps you have taken to correct the noncompliance identified
in our letter dated August 10, 1978. With respect to infraction
number 2. we are antisfied based on your described corrective action
and followup telephone conversation that the reviews of new and
te:nporary procedures will be conducted in accordance with your
technical apecificationa.

We are aware of the level of review that was given to your procedures
that we identified in our inspection report. The review process
was not in compliance with technical specification requirements .

even though it has been in effect since 1975. We can offer no
explanation for our not focusing on your temporary procedure review
process except that we could not relate previous plant problects to
your review practices. The recent error involving the lock-out of
the core spray pump pronpted our comprehensive inspection into
this area and resulted in bringing this matter to your attention.

With respect to your disagreasent to paragraph 3a of our inspection
report, our statettent was made with reference to the initial

onsite review which is given to the original safety related procedure
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and not given to a temporary procedure. We vill review your
corrective actions during future inspections.

Sincarely, -

James C. Keppler
Director

cc: Mr. N. Kalivianakis,
Station Superintendent

Central Filas
Reproduction Unit NRC 20b
PDR
Local FDR
NSIC
TIC
Anthony Roissan Esq.,
Attorney

;

; Daan Hansell, Assistant
Attorney General
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